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Abstract 

This study aims to obtain empirical evidence of the absence of an average abnormal return, 
average volume trading activity, and bid-ask spread of stocks in the period around the event of 
the COVID-19 announcement as a global pandemic. The statement of the COVID-19 as the global 
pandemic of the World Health Organization (WHO) made the Indonesian capital market touch 
the lowest point at the level of 4,929.56. This study used the event study with the windows period 
for 11 days, which was five days before the announcement, the day of the announcement, and 
five days after the announcement. This type of research was a quantitative research using 
secondary data of the stock daily data obtained from the official website of the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange at www.idx.co.id and also some other sites that support such as Yahoo Finance. 
Sampling techniques used were purposive sampling and as many as 44 companies that meet data 
completeness criteria. The data analysis technique used was a non-parametric t-test using the 
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test. The results of this study show that there is a difference in Average 
Abnormal Return in the period t-5 & t+5, t-4 & t+4, t-2 & t+2, and t-1 & t+1. The Average Trading 
Volume Activity indicates there is no significant difference in all periods of observation between 
before and after the announcement. Meanwhile, the Bid-Ask Spread shows a significant 
difference before and after the announcement in all periods for 11 days of observation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An outspoken world society with an outbreak of disease originated from Wuhan city, 
Hubei Province, China, known as the outbreak of COVID-19 (Coronavirus disease 2019) since its 
emergence at the end of December 2019. This Virus has infected millions of people in the world 
and sparked economic chaos globally. Data from the Worldometer shows as of March 2, 2020, 
there are 3.061 people killed, 2.912 occurring in mainland China, while more than 100 cases of 
death occur in other countries (Worldometer, 2020). This case has also been reported in more 
than 60 different countries, including Indonesia. President of Indonesia, Joko Widodo, confirmed 
the first victim of positive COVID-19 in Indonesia on March 2, 2020, a mother (64 years) and a 
child (31 years) from Depok, West Java (CNBC Indonesia, 2020). 

On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) has officially stated that 
COVID-19 increased its status to a global pandemic (WHO, 2020). Pandemic is a widespread 
disease outbreak worldwide (Noya, 2018). The director-general of WHO, Tedros Adhanom 
Ghebrejesus, mentions the number of cases outside of China has increased 13 times in the last 
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two weeks. The WHO announcement was submitted after a death-rate report in Italy, which 
reached 6% of patients contracted to COVID-19. At the same time, the globally mortality rate 
average caused by Coronavirus is 3,6% (WHO, 2020). 

The announcement of COVID-19 as a global pandemic also affects the whole capital 
market in Indonesia. It is evidenced by the first session of trading on March 12, 2020, the IDX had 
touched its lowest point at the level of 4.929,56 (Ramli, 2020). The total in this week, the 
Indonesia Stock Exchange dropped 10,75% and became the worst weekly performance since 
October 2008 (Pransuamitra, 2020). Trading at IDX should even undergo a 30-minute trade halt 
in the week due to a decline of more than 5%. By the policy of the Financial Services Authority 
(OJK), Stock Exchange trading will be discontinued for 30 minutes if the JCI plummeted 5% or 
more, as a step anticipating in reducing the sharp fluctuations in the capital market 
(Pransuamitra, 2020). 

The information has a vital role in the capital market. It is because the price is a reflection 
of all relevant information (Efficient Market Hypothesis) (Fama, Cochrane, & Moskowitz, 2017). 
In making investment decisions, investors use information such as information relating to 
fundamental conditions of the company such as financial statements and corporate action 
announcements as well as macroeconomic factors such as the level of industrial growth, inflation 
rate, and interest rate (Utama, 2012). However, it is undeniable that non-economic events can 
impact the capital market. 

A study was conducted to investigate the capital market reaction to an event called event 
study (Suganda, 2018). If the event contains information, then it is indicated by the price change 
of the relevant securities. This reaction can be measured by using an abnormal return (AR) 
(Hartono, 2017). Therefore, it can be said that an announcement that has information content 
will give AR to the market. Conversely, that does not contain information will not provide AR to 
the market. Getting a return on investment is one of the investor’s goals in investing in stocks, so 
it is necessary to do more research on stock price reactions, as reflected from Abnormal Return 
(AR). Earlier research using AR as a capital market reaction was conducted by Kim, et al. (2020), 
Rofiki, et al. (2018), as well as Chen et al. (2007). 

Besides to using an abnormal return, the capital market reaction can also be seen through 
the parameters of movement of trading activity on the market (Trading Volume Activity or TVA), 
where the investor assesses an event containing information then the event will result in trading 
decisions on the normal trading decisions (Tandelilin, 2010). In case, after an event resulting in a 
stock trading volume increases, then the information issued is positive. On the other hand, if the 
trading volume decreases, then the information published is negative. Active stock trading can 
increase trading volumes and show that the shares are favored by investors (Subroto, 2014). The 
presence of rapidly traded stocks would instruct the stocks to be more liquid. Investors will 
maximize profits and minimize losses by selling or buying a particular stock, so it is necessary to 
do more research on the reaction of stock trading activity, as reflected from the Trading Volume 
Activity (TVA). Research to examine TVA's reaction was conducted by Imelda et al. (2014), Putri 
et al. (2020), as well as Rofiki et al. (2018). 

The capital market reaction to information can also be seen through the bid-ask spread. 
The bid price is the purchase price, while the ask price is the selling price (Saham Gain, 2016). Bid 
and ask show the process of a transaction between buyers and sellers in the stock market. The 
difference between the bid and ask price distances is called the Bid-Ask Spread. According to Ong 
(2016), when the bid-ask spreads are too wide, it indicates that stocks become less actively traded 
or stocks are not liquid. This level of liquidity is a factor that will need to be considered by investors 
to choose stocks. If an investor buys a stock that is not liquid, then the investor will encounter 
difficulties when they want to resell the stock to the market due to a lack of interest in the stock 
(Ong, 2016). Similarly, a stock will be more liquid indicated by the bid-ask spreads narrower. It 
shows that the shares are in much demand by investors. The research on bid-ask spreads for 
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measuring capital market reactions was conducted by Anwar & Asandimitra (2014), Melati et al. 
(2015), and Febrianti (2014). 

The research objectives to get empirical evidence of the difference Average Abnormal 
Return (AAR), Average Trading Volume Activity (ATVA), Bid-Ask Spread before and after the 
announcement of COVID-19 as a global pandemic at the LQ45 Index. The research aims to obtain 
empirical evidence of market reactions (abnormal return, TVA, and bid-ask spreads) on the 
announcement of the COVID-19 by the WHO as the global pandemic because based on the 
previous descriptions, non-economic events also affect the capital market. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT 

Capital Market 
Republic of Indonesia Law Number 8, the year 1995, defines the capital market as the 

activities concerned with public offering and securities trading, public companies relating to the 
securities published, as well as professional institutions relating to the securities (OJK, 2020). The 
capital market can be defined as a means of funding for companies, governments, and a method 
of investing in fund owners. Capital markets facilitate various facilities and infrastructures of 
buying and selling activities and other related activities (Fajar, 2019). Capital markets provide a 
source of financing for a more extended period, invested as capital to create and expand 
employment that will increase the volume of profitable and healthy economic activity (Nasarudin 
et al., 2014). 

Sina (2016) mentions that a critical breakthrough in the development of the company's 
financial theory was the establishment of an efficient market hypothesis by Fama in the year 
1970. A market is known to be efficient if no one, both individual investor and institutional 
investor, will be able to obtain an abnormal return for an extended period using existing trading 
strategies (Sina, 2016). It shows that the prices formed in the market are a reflection of all 
available information. If the market reacts quickly and accurately to achieve a new balance price 
that fully reflects the available information, then this market conditions are called the market 
efficiently (Hartono, 2017). 

 

Event Study 
According to Tandelilin (2010), the event study was a study that observed the impact of 

the announcement of information on the securities price. This event study relates to how quickly 
information entered into the market can be reflected in the stock price. While Hartono (2017) 
mentions that the event study is a study that learns the market reaction to an event whose 
information is published as an announcement. Meanwhile, according to Suganda (2018), the 
event study is a study conducted empirically to analyze the impact of events on the capital market 
of a country. In other words, the study was conducted to investigate the capital market reaction 
to an event. 

The purpose of the event study, as mentioned by Suganda (2018), particularly in the 
testing of market efficiency, was used to test the market efficiency of semi-strong forms. Besides, 
Hartono (2017) mentions that the event study can also be used to test the information content 
of an event or announcement. If an event or announcement contains information, then it is 
expected that the market will react at the time the market receives the announcement. Market 
reactions are indicated by the change in the price of securities. This reaction is usually measured 
using an abnormal return concept. Testing the information content only tests the response of the 
market, but does not examine how fast the market reacts. 

Although the event study has a wide range, lately, it is widely used in events outside of 
economic issues. Some issues beyond the economic problems that have been researched include 
the political issue of the election event of DKI Jakarta governor round II by Rofiki et al. (2018); 
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political issues about the 2019 presidential election event by Putri et al. (2020); health issues by 
Kim, et al (2020), and health issues about the SARS outbreak against the performance of the 
hotel's stake in Taiwan by Chen et al. (2007). Indications of more research based on event studies 
that take the link between changing the price of stocks with various events or information that is 
not directly related to economic activity show the more integrated role of the capital market in 
the social life of the world community. 

 
 

COVID-19 

At the end of December 2019, the world was deposed with a new virus, the new 
Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), and the disease is called Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). It is 
known that the origin of this virus originated in Wuhan, China, which was discovered at the end 
of December 2019. Epidemiological data shows that 66% of patients associated with one seafood 
market or live market in Wuhan, Hubei province, China (Huang, et al., 2020). On February 11, 
2020, WHO gave the disease its name to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). 

As of March 2, 2020, 3,061 people were killed, 2,912 occurred in mainland China while 
more than 100 cases of death occurred in other countries (Worldometer, 2020). The case has 
also been reported in more than 60 different countries, including Indonesia. President of 
Indonesia, Joko Widodo, confirmed the first victim of positive COVID-19 in Indonesia on March 2, 
2020, namely a mother and a child from Depok, West Java, respectively, 64 years and 31 years 
old. To face the COVID-19, Jokowi said that the government had prepared 100 referral hospitals 
in the country (CNBC Indonesia, 2020). 

On March 11, 2020, the WHO has officially declared the COVID-19 as a global pandemic 
(WHO, 2020). Pandemic is the name of an infectious disease that spreads in the broader area, 
even almost all over the world (Noya, 2018). With the setup COVID-19 as a global pandemic, the 
world community should be more vigilant by complying with the health protocols established by 
the government. This COVID-19 affects not only health but also affects many areas such as 
financial areas which becomes worse. 

Coronavirus is an RNA virus-positive, capsule, and not segmented (Yuliana, 2020). 
Coronavirus is a zoonotic virus that is transmitted from animal to human (Juliana, 2020). Many 
wild animals can carry pathogens and act as vectors for certain infectious diseases. A bats, 
bamboo rats, camels, and civet are the hosts commonly found for Coronavirus (Perhimpunan 
Dokter Paru Indonesia, 2020). Coronavirus in the bat is the leading source for the incidence of 
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) 
(Perhimpunan Dokter Paru Indonesia, 2020). 

In general, Coronavirus flows from animals to humans and from humans to humans 
through the transmission of contacts, the transfer of droplets, the route of feces, and oral (Wang, 
Qiang, & Ke, 2020). Based on the invention, seven types of Coronavirus can infect humans today, 
one of them is a new Coronavirus, which is the cause of the extraordinary incident in Wuhan, 
namely Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) (Perhimpunan Dokter Paru Indonesia, 2020). 
People with weak immune systems such as parents, pregnant women, and other conditions, the 
disease can be progressively faster and more severe. 

According to the Perhimpunan Dokter Paru Indonesia (2020), COVID-19 infections may 
cause mild, moderate, or severe symptoms. The main clinical symptoms are fever (temperature 
> 380C), cough, and difficulty breathing. Besides, it can be followed by tightness, fatigue, myalgia, 
gastrointestinal symptoms such as diarrhea, and other airway symptoms. Half of the patients 
arise shortness in one week. In some patients, symptoms appear mild, not even followed by fever. 

How to spread multiple viruses or pathogens can be through close contact, an 
environment or virus-contaminated objects, airway droplet, and airborne particles (through the 
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skin, blood, or blood fluids) (Perhimpunan Dokter Paru Indonesia, 2020). The best way to prevent 
infection is to avoid exposure to the virus, causing the disease. 

 
Abnormal Return (AR) 

The market reaction due to an event usually observes the change in the price of shares 
measured by abnormal returns. As mentioned in Hartono (2017) that if used abnormal return, it 
can be said that an announcement that has information content will give an abnormal return to 
the market. Conversely, that does not contain information that does not give abnormal returns 
to the market. Abnormal return, according to Hartono (2017), is the difference between actual 
return and the expected profit (expected return). This abnormal return or excess return is the 
excess of the actual return occurring against the normal return. 

Chen et al. (2007) conducted a study on the impact of the SARS outbreak against the 
hotel's stock performance in Taiwan. In this study, they found that the market reaction to the 
publication of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) gave a decrease in yield to various 
industrial sectors in the Taiwan capital market. The Cumulative Abnormal Return showed 
insignificant in all industries at ten days before the event. However, after ten days of events show 
there is a significant negative cumulative AR. Putri, et al. (2020) analyzed the capital market 
reaction of the LQ45 Index against the 2019 presidential elections. This study analyzes AR and 
TVA against political events in Indonesia with two research periods . The results showed no 
significant differences in AR before and after elections, but there were significant differences 
before and after the announcement of election results. Kim, et al. (2020) analyzed the effects of 
epidemic disease outbreaks on financial performance of restaurants. The result of this study 
showed that the general impact of the four epidemic disease outbreaks with nine events 
(Diseases total) was significantly negative AR over the event window 

 
H1 : There is differences in average abnormal returns on the LQ45 Index before and after 

the COVID-19 announcement as a global pandemic. 

  
Trading Volume Activity (TVA) 

According to Tandelilin (2010), Trading Volume Activity (TVA) is the ratio between the 
number of shares traded at a specific time to the number of shares in circulation at a given time. 
Certain information or events can trigger the movement of stocks in the capital markets that will 
affect the supply and demand of stocks. TVA is a sale of every transaction occurring on stock 
exchanges at a specific time for a particular stock and is one of the factors that also affect the 
movement of stocks (Suganda, 2018). 

Imelda et al. (2014) conducted research on abnormal returns and trading volume activity 
in the Indonesian Stock Market in Relation to the Presidential Elections. , the trading volume 
activities of the Indonesian’s sectoral stock market before and after the elections were 
statistically the same. Based on Melati et al. (2015) there is a significant difference to the average 
TVA before and after the event. Rofiki, et al. (2018) examined the Indonesian capital market 
reaction the variable trading volume activity did not find any significant differences in trading 
volumes before and after. Putri, et al. (2020) The TVA shows there are differences before and 
after the elections. But, there is no difference between TVA before and after. 

 
H2 : There are differences in average trading activity volume on the LQ45 Index before 

and after the COVID-19 announcement as a global pandemic. 

 
Bid-Ask Spread (BAS) 
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Bid-ask spread is the percentage of the difference between the bid price and the ask 
price. Bid prices are the highest price where market participants are willing to buy stocks, while 
the ask price is the lowest price in which the participants are ready to sell the stock. A bid-ask 
spread that is too high will result in the stock being less actively traded. At the same time, low 
bid-ask spreads will result in the stocks becoming more actively sold. Therefore, market 
participants will try to determine the optimal bid-ask spread level, which is the bid-ask spread 
rate that can generate the expected profit but still make the shares become actively traded. 

According to Fatikhah and Puryandani (2020), the increase in bid-ask spreads can be 
influenced due to factors or phenomena in the stock market such as stock price volatility, the 
January Effect phenomenon, and Window Dressing, as well as bad news issues or good news. 
Decreased bid-ask spread of LQ45 stocks often occurs at the end of the year as investors tend to 
take out shares to gain capital gains and reduce the tax burden of these stocks (Fatikhah & 
Puryandani, 2020). \ 

Febrianti (2014) researched the bid-ask spread before and after the stock split 
announcement. It can be concluded that there is no significant difference between the bid-ask 
spread before and after the stock split announcement. Anwar and Asandimitra (2014) analyzed 
the bid-ask spread test shows there are differences in bid-ask spreads on t-4, t-2, t-1, t+1, t+2, 
and t+4 on companies that do split stock. It causes information to spread evenly between market 
actors and lower the cost of information asymmetry so that bid-ask spreads also decrease. Melati 
et al. (2015) researched the impact of presidential. Abnormal return, TVA, and bid-ask spreads on 
the LQ45 Index. The results showed that there was no difference in average abnormal return, and 
significant bid-ask spreads before and after the event. 

 
H3 : There are differences in bid-ask spreads on the LQ45 Index before and after the 

COVID-19 announcement as a global pandemic. 

 
LQ45 Index 

In the first Indonesian capital market was still classified as a capital market with a thin 
transaction, which is the capital market mostly less-actively traded. The JCI covers all listed stocks 
(which are mostly less actively traded) are considered less precise as an indicator of capital market 
activities. Therefore, on February 24, 1997, it was introduced as another alternative index, the 
Liquid-45 Index (ILQ-45) (Hartono, 2017). 

The LQ45 Index is an index that measures the price performance of 45 stocks that have 
high liquidity and large market capitalization and are backed by good corporate fundamentals 
(IDX, 2020). The considerations underlying the stock selection entered at the LQ-45 Index are the 
liquidity and market capitalization with the following criteria (Hartono, 2017): 

(1) Over the past 12 months, the average stock deal was in the most significant order of 
60 in the regular market. (2) Over the past 12 months, the average market capitalization rate was 
entered in the largest 60 sequences in regular markets. (3) Has been recorded at IDX at least 
three months. A total of 45 shares are adjusted every six months, namely every early February 
and August. Thus, the stocks on the list will always change. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Type of Research 
The type of research used is an event study, which is research studying the market 

reaction to an event whose information is published as an announcement (Hartono, 2017). 
Research with event studies focuses on testing the content of information on an event. The 
events tested were the announcement of COVID-19 as a global pandemic delivered by the WHO 
on Wednesday night, March 11, 2020 (WHO, 2020). 
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This research only uses the observation period or does not use the estimated period 
based on the Market Adjusted Model used to calculate the expected return. This model used the 
market index return at that time to estimate the return of a security, so no need to use the 
estimated period to form the estimation model, because the estimated securities return is equal 
to the return of the market index (Hartono, 2017). 

 
Population, Sample, and Windows Period 

In this research, the population used are all companies registered on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange (IDX). The samples used in this study were registered companies in LQ45 from the 
period of February 2020. In this study, the sampling techniques used were the purposive sampling 
method, which is a sampling technique with specific criteria (Sugiyono, 2017). The criteria are: 

(a) Companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange and the LQ45 Index since February 
2020. (b) Companies that do not perform other corporate actions during the observation period 
(event window), such as stock split, warrant, dividend announcement, right issue, additional 
shares, stock buyback, and merger. (c) Companies have the complete data for research. 

Based on the criteria above, the company acquired a qualified list of 44 companies.In the 
present study, researcher used a windows period five days before and five days after the COVID- 
19 announcement as a global pandemic. For determining the expected return, the researcher 
using a market-adjusted model where the return expectations of the market return data when 
the event occured. Here is an example of the picture windows and the estimation period: 

-5 0 +5 
 

Figure 2. Windows Period 
 

Place and Time Research 
This research was conducted on the company that has been listed on the Indonesia Stock 

Exchange (IDX), which was entered in the LQ45 Index since February 2020. Data is obtained 
through the official website of the Indonesia Stock Exchange at www.idx.co.id and some sites that 
support such as www.yahoofinance.com. The research began in March 2020. 

 
Operational Definitions of Research Variable 
Abnormal Return 

This abnormal return or excess return is the excess of the actual return occurring against 
normal return. Normal return is a return expectation (the return expected by the investor). Thus, 
an abnormal return is a difference between the actual return rate and the expected return level 
(Hartono, 2017). 

The steps in looking for abnormal return shares, as follows (Hartono, 2017): 
Calculating the actual return, i.e.: 

 
 
 

Information: 

𝑅𝑖,𝑡 = 
𝑃𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑃𝑖,𝑡−1 

 

𝑃𝑖,𝑡−1 

Ri,t = Actual return of shares i in period t 
Pi,t = Closing stock price of the company i in period t 
Pi,t-1 = Closing stock price of the company i in period t-1 

Calculating the daily expected return of the stock, using a market-adjusted model where the 
estimated period is not required because the stock return equals the approximate market index 
at that time. The expected return can be obtained by the following formula:  

𝐸(𝑅𝑖𝑡) = 𝑅𝑚𝑡 

http://www.idx.co.id/
http://www.yahoofinance.com/
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Information: 
E(Rit) = Expected return of security i in the period t 
Rmt = Market return in the period t, calculated with the formula: 

𝐼𝐻𝑆𝐺𝑡 − 𝐼𝐻𝑆𝐺𝑡−1 
 

 
Information: 

𝑅𝑚𝑡 =  
 

𝐼𝐻𝑆𝐺𝑡−1 

Rmt = Market return in the period t 
IHSGt = The daily IHSG in the period t 
IHSGt-1 = The daily IHSG in the period t-1 

Calculating abnormal return which is the difference between actual return and expected return, 
i.e.:  

 

Information: 

𝐴𝑅𝑖𝑡 = 𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑖𝑡) 

ARit = Abnormal return of securities i in the period t 
Rit = Actual return of securities i in the period t 
E(Rit) = Expected return of securities i in the period t 

Testing the absence of abnormal returns is not done for each of the securities. However, it is 
carried out in aggregate by testing the average abnormal return of the entire securities on a cross- 
section basis for each day in the period. Here's how to calculate an average abnormal return (AAR) 
for all stocks per day during an event period, i.e.: 

 

 
Information: 

𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑡 = 
𝛴 𝐴𝑅𝑖𝑡 

𝑘 

AARt = Average abnormal return on day t 
ARit = Abnormal return of securities i on day t 
k = The number of securities affected by the event 

 
Trading Volume Activity 

Trading Volume Activity (TVA) shows stock trading activity and reflects how active and 
liquid a stock is traded in the capital market. TVA calculations are done by comparing the number 
of shares of the company traded with the overall number of outstanding shares of the company 
during the research period. Here are the steps calculating the TVA is as follows: 
Counting the TVA of each stock during the research period: 

 

 

𝑇𝑉𝐴𝑖,𝑡 = 
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑖 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 

 
 

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑖 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 
 

(Husnan, 2015) 
 

 
Calculating the average TVA (ATVA) of the entire stock per day during an event period (Husnan, 
2015), namely: 

 
 

Information: 

𝐴𝑇𝑉𝐴𝑡 = 
𝛴 𝑇𝑉𝐴𝑖𝑡 

 
 

𝑛 

ATVAt = Average trading volume activity on day t 
TVAit = Trading volume activity of securities i on day t 
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n = Total securities 

Bid-Ask Spread 

Bid-Ask spreads are the percentage of the difference between the bid price and ask 
price. Bid prices are the highest price where market participants are willing to buy stocks, while 
the ask price is the lowest price where the participants are ready to sell the stock. 

Here are the steps to calculate the bid-ask spread according to Howe and Lin (1992) in 
Melati et al. 2015 are as follows: 
Calculating bid-ask spreads for each security during the research period: 

𝐴𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑡 − 𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡 
 

 
Information: 

𝐵𝑖𝑑 𝐴𝑠𝑘 𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 =  
 

(𝐴𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑡 + 𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡)/2 

 

Askit : The lowest selling price that causes investors to agree to sell stock company i on 
day t 

Bidit : The highest price that led investors agreed to buy shares of a company i on day t 

 
 

Calculates the average bid-ask spread of all stocks per day during the event period, i.e.: 
 

 

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐵𝑖𝑑 𝐴𝑠𝑘 𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑡 = 

 
Information: 
n = Total of securities 

𝛴 𝐵𝑖𝑑 𝐴𝑠𝑘 𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑡 
 

 

𝑛 

 

Data Collection Method 
The data used in this research is secondary data originating from the official website of 

the Indonesia Stock Exchange at www.idx.co.id and also some sites that support such 
www.yahoofinance.com. Secondary data is also derived from articles, journals, and various other 
literature. The data collected in this study are as follows: 
(a) The daily stock price of March 2020. The stock price data used is the closing price because the 
price has been determined by the market. This daily data is used because it has a high level of 
sensitivity in responding to market reactions. (b) The stock daily of bid price and ask price at the 
observation period. 
(c)The daily IDX data for the observation period. (d) The daily data of trading volumes during the 
observation period. (e) The data on the number of outstanding shares of the sample company in 
a certain period. 

 

RESEARCH RESULT 

Descriptive Statistic 
The descriptive statistical analysis was conducted to determine the picture of a 

fundamental sample, such as the average value of each sample before and after the COVID-19 
announcement, maximum value, and minimum value. Descriptive statistics include the following 
table, which can explain the abnormal return research (AAR) data, average stock trading volume 
(ATVA), and bid-ask spreads during the observation period in this study. 

Table 1. Descriptive Statistic AAR 
AAR Before After Information 

Maximum Value 0,0254 0,0219 Down 

Minimum Value -0,0304 -0,0442 Down 

http://www.idx.co.id/
http://www.yahoofinance.com/
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Average -0,0057 -0,0180 Down 

Source: Data processing results (2020) 
  

From table 1, abnormal return indicates that 44 companies have a maximum value before 
the announcement event is 0,0254 and after the announcement is 0,0219. While the minimum 
value before the announcement event is -0,0304 and after the announcement is -0,0442. Then 
the averages abnormal return also decreased, which is before the announcement is -0,0057 and 
after the announcement is -0,0180. From 44 companies that become samples, 12 companies 
experienced an increase in abnormal returns. At the same time, 32 other companies experienced 
a decrease in abnormal returns. The decrease in abnormal returns after an announcement 
indicates that the market has reacted to the COVID-19 as the global pandemic. 

 
Table 2. Descriptive Statistic ATVA 

ATVA Before After Information 

Maximum Value 0,0067 0,0056 Down 

Minimum Value 0,0004 0,0003 Down 

Average 0,001701 0,00168 Down 

Source: Data processing results (2020) 
  

From table 2, the results of ATVA indicate that the data has a maximum value before the 
announcement is 0,0067 and after the announcement is 0,0056. Meanwhile, the minimum TVA 
before the announcement event amounted to 0,0004 and after the announcement is 0,0003. 
Then the average TVA is decreasing, before the announcement is 0,001701 and after the 
announcement is 0,00168. There are 19 companies experienced an increase in TVA. At the same 
time, 25 other companies are decreasing in TVA. The decrease in the TVA after the announcement 
event indicated that the market reacts to the COVID-19 announcement event as the global 
pandemic but still needs to be viewed statistically. 

 

Table 3. Descriptive Statistic Bid-Ask Spread 
BAS Before After Information 

Maximum Value 0,0123 1,6009 Rise 

Minimum Value 0,0014 0,0029 Rise 

Average 0,0047 0,9224 Rise 

Source: Data processing results (2020) 
  

From table 4, the result of the bid-ask spread showed that the data had a maximum value 
before the announcement is 0,0123 and after the announcement is 1,6009. Meanwhile, the 
minimum TVA before the announcement event is 0,0014 and after the announcement is 0,0029. 
From the table above, the average bid-ask spread before the announcement is 0,0047, and after 
the announcement is 0,9224. There are 42 companies had experienced an increasing the bid-ask 
spreads. At the same time, the other 2 companies are decreasing in bid-ask spreads. The increase 
in bid-ask spreads after an announcement event indicates that the market reacts to the COVID- 
19 announcement as the global pandemic, but it remains to be viewed statistically. 

 
Normality Test 

Based on the AAR normality test results, it is known that the AAR before the event on t- 
5, t-4 t-3, t-1, and after the event on t+1 is a normally distributed. It is indicated by the value of 
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asymptotic significance above 0,05. However, in other periods before and after events have 
abnormal data distribution, it is indicated with an asymptotic value significance below 0,05. Thus, 
the next testing is using non-parametric statistical tests due to the data is not normally 
distributed. 

Based on the ATVA normality test results, it is known that the average trading activity 
volume before and after the announcement is obtained asymptotic value significance smaller 
than 0,05. It indicates that trading activity volume distribution is abnormal, so for the next testing 
uses non-parametric statistical tests. 

Based on the bid-ask spread normality test result, it is known that the bid-ask spread 
before the event on t-1 is normal distribution, it is indicated by the value of asymptotic 
significance above 0,05. However, in other periods before and after the event has an abnormal 
data distribution, it is indicated with an asymptotic value significance below 0,05. Thus, 
subsequent testing using non-parametric statistical tests is due to data having abnormal 
distribution. 

 
Hypothesis Test 

H1 hypothesis testing aims to determine the difference in AAR on the LQ45 Index before 
and after the COVID-19. Then the H2 hypothesis test aims to determine the difference in the 
ATVA on the LQ45 Index before and after the COVID-19 announcement as a global pandemic. 
Meanwhile, H3 hypothesis testing aims to determine the difference in bid-ask spreads on the 
LQ45 Index before and after the COVID-19 announcement. 

Table 4. Hypothesis Test AAR 
Period z-count Asymp. Sig. 

(2-tailed) 
Meaning 

AAR t+5 - AAR t-5 -4,890 0,000* Significant 

AAR t+4 - AAR t-4 -3,583 0,000* Significant 

AAR t+3 - AAR t-3 -1,015 0,310 Not Significant 

AAR t+2 - AAR t-2 -3,536 0,000* Significant 

AAR t+1 - AAR t-1 -4,260 0,000* Significant 

 
 

*Significant on α = 0,05 

Source: Data Processing Results  
  

Based on the test results in table 4, it can be known that there are different AAR 
differences in the period t-5 and t+5. It is evidenced by the value of Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) of the 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test is 0,000, which is smaller than the research significance level of 0,05. 
For a period of t-4 and t+4, the value of Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) produced amounting to 0,000. The 
results indicate that at period t-4 and t+4 days after the announcement, there is a difference in 
the average abnormal return evidenced by the existence of Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) smaller than 
the significance level of research. Meanwhile, at t-3 and t+3, the value of Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 
produced amounting to 0,310. Because the value above 0,05 means there is no significant 
difference in abnormal return at t-3 and t+3. Furthermore, in t-2 and t+2, there is a difference in 
abnormal return significantly. It is evidenced by the value of Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) amounted to 
0,000. Besides, there is also a difference in average abnormal return in the period t-1 and t+1. 
These results can be evidenced by the value of Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 0,000, that is smaller than 
the level of research significance. 

Table 5. Hypothesis Test ATVA 
Period z-count Asymp. 

Sig. (2- 
tailed) 

Meaning 
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ATVA t+5 - ATVA t-5 -1,132 0,258 Not Significant 

ATVA t+4 - ATVA t-4 -1,821 0,069 Not Significant 

ATVA t+3 - ATVA t-3 -1,365 0,172 Not Significant 

ATVA t+2 - ATVA t-2 -1,739 0,082 Not Significant 

ATVA t+1 - ATVA t-1 -1,342 0,180 Not Significant 

Source: Data Processing Results  
Based on the test results in table 5, it is known that there is no average difference of TVA 

in the period t-5 and t+5. Meanwhile, for a period of t-4 and t+4, there is also no significant 
difference in average TVA. In the period t-3 and t+3, there is not also a significant average TVA. 
The Wilcoxon test result of a signed-rank test shows that in the period t-2 and t+2, there is no 
difference in ATVA at a significance level of 5%. Meanwhile, for a period of t-1 and t+1 resulted 
in the asymptotic significance of 0,180. It indicates that there is no difference in ATVA in the 
period t-1 and t+1. 

 
Table 6. Hypothesis Test Bid-Ask Spread 
Period z-count Asymp. 

Sig. (2- 
tailed) 

Meaning 

BidAsk t+5 - BidAsk t-5 -4,878 0,000* Significant 

BidAsk t+4 - BidAsk t-4 -5,660 0,000* Significant 

BidAsk t+3 - BidAsk t-3 -5,532 0,000* Significant 

BidAsk t+2 - BidAsk t-2 -2,089 0,037* Significant 

BidAsk t+1 - BidAsk t-1 -2,206 0,027* Significant 

 
 

*Significant on α = 0,05 

Source: Data Processing Results  
  

Based on table 6, it can be known that there is a difference in the average bid-ask spread 
at the t-5 and t+5 period. Meanwhile, for a period of t-4 and t+4, there is also a difference in 
average bid-ask spreads are significant. In the period t-3 and t+3, there is also a significant bid- 
ask average spread. In the period t-2 and t+2, there are significant bid-ask spreads that are 
indicated by the results of the significance asymptotic test is 0,037. Meanwhile, for a period of t- 
1 and t+1 results in the asymptotic significance is 0,027. It indicates that there is a significant 
difference in the bid-ask spread in the period t-1 and t+1. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the 
bid-ask spread indicates that for all periods before and after the announcement resulted in 
asymptotic significance greater than 0,05. It indicates that there is a significant bid-ask average 
on all for 11 days of observation. 

 

Discussion 
Based on the hypothesis tests that have been conducted, the following is a discussion of 

the test results: 
H1 Discussion 

Based on the H1 hypothesis testing results, the market reaction measured by an average 
abnormal return can be seen in the following table: 

 

Table 11. Market Reaction Measured by AAR 
Periode AAR Before AAR After Significance Meaning Market Reaction 

t-5 and t+5 0,0100 -0,0228 Yes Down Negatif 
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t-4 and t+4 -0,0058 -0,0327 Yes Down Negatif 

t-3 and t+3 -0,0095 -0,0040 No - - 

t-2 and t+2 -0,0274 0,0013 Yes Rise Positif 

t-1 and t+1 0,0042 -0,0318 Yes Down Negatif 

 

From table 11, it can be concluded that there are significant negative-value AAR in the t-1 
& t+1, t-4 & t+4 periods, as well as t-5 & t+5. By contrast, there are significant positive-value AAR 
in the t-2 and t+2 periods. AAR is significantly negative in the t-1 and t+1 period comparisons 
indicating that the COVID-19 outbreak announcement information as a global pandemic was 
negatively responded by market participants. One factor that affects the market's negative 
reaction is the investor’s concerns when they heard the announcement from the WHO states that 
the COVID-19 was a global pandemic. Many investors are transferring funds from stock 
investments to safer investments. It makes the stock market oversupply and eventually corrected. 
This was evidenced by the decrease of the JCI, 2,94% in trade 1 March 12, 2020, the day after the 
COVID-19 was announced as a global pandemic (Ramli, 2020). According to the Tandelilin (2010), 
if the information is deemed good, it will be positively responded by the market that can be seen 
from the existence of AR around the event. However, if it is considered bad news, it will be 
negatively responded to the negative value of AR. 

The significant negative AAR that was occurred in the t-1 and t+1 periods did not continue, 
even in the t-2 and t+2 periods, the AAR was positively valued significantly. The AAR's significant 
positive value in the t-2 & t+2 periods indicates that there is an increase in the stock price on the 
exchange floor. The OJK has been issued policies to maintain the sustainability of trading activities 
in the capital market, one of them is the execution of trading halt for 30 minutes in terms of the 
rate of 5% decline, precisely on 12 and 13 March 2020 (OJK, 2020). This policy was successful 
because it was able to raise the stock price, so the AAR became positive. However, the AAR 
returned to negative periods in t-4 and t+4 and t-5 with t+5. It indicates that the stock price is 
back down. One factor causing the market reacts negatively because of the inconsistency 
between the central government and local governments in handling the COVID-19. According to 
the Indonesian Community Health Expert Association (IAKMI), Hermawan Saputra, said that the 
government protocol in preventing the spread of Corona viruses is still weak. In addition, 
statements which is issued by the central government and local governments often overlap and 
there was an absence of a detailed division of the role of government in Indonesia (Egeham, 
2020). Besides, the positive Indonesian patients of COVID-19 had been increased to 172 cases 
per 17 March 2020 (Thirzano, 2020). It makes investors increasingly worried that caused 
company's stock price getting down. When the stock price drops, the abnormal return that was 
earned by the investor is also negative because the investor's realization return is lower than the 
expected return. 

The announcement event of COVID-19 as a global pandemic gives a signal regarding to the 
bad information on exchange activity or declining stock price movements, which give a risk to 
investors and their investments. The average difference in abnormal returns occurring in the 
period before and after the COVID-19 event as a global pandemic proves that the event has useful 
information content for investors in making investment decisions. 

The H1 hypothesis test results managed to support research from Chen et al. (2007), who 
researched the impact of the SARS outbreak against the hotel's stock performance in Taiwan. 
After 10 days of SARS event, indicate there is a significant cumulative Abnormal Return negative. 
Research conducted by Kim, et al. (2020) examining the effects of epidemic disease outbreaks on 
financial performance of restaurants showed that the general impact of the four epidemic disease 
outbreaks with nine events (Diseases total) was significantly negative AR over the event window. 
Other research conducted by Rofiki et al. (2018) about the reaction of the Indonesian capital 
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market from the election event of the governor of DKI Jakarta round II 2017 showed that there is 
a significant difference in AR period before and after events. 
H2 Discussions 

The H2 hypothesis testing results showed that there were no significant differences 
between ATVA before and after the COVID-19 announcement event as a global pandemic, both 
on t-1 & t+1, t-2 & t+2, t-3 & t+3, t-4 & t+4, or t-5 & t+5. The absence of significant average TVA 
was differences before and after the event, which is indicated that there was no market reaction 
to the COVID-19 announcement information as a global pandemic. Viewing from the descriptive 
analysis of TVA, the average TVA showed a decline but statistically not significant. Many investors 
released their shares by selling it. They worried that the stocks of the companies are unable to 
survive in the middle of this pandemic, resulting in a drastic share price. Some investors choose 
to transfer their funds from risky investments to safer investments (Efendi, 2020). It makes the 
stock market has a surplus of supply so that the stock price was felled. However, the decline in 
the share price caused many investors buy it, hoping that investors will get a high return when 
the COVID-19 pandemic is over. It is considered to be an insignificant reason for TVA in the period 
before and after the announcement of COVID-19. The absence of significant average TVA 
differences before and after the event indicated that there was no increase or decrease in trading 
activity on the exchange floor. 

Based on companies listed in the LQ45 index, the type of sector most affected by the 
COVID-19 announcement as a global pandemic as measured by TVA is the retail trade sector with 
an ATVA decrease is 0,0023. This indicates that the retail trade sector experienced the most 
decline in stock trading activity compared to other sectors. Meanwhile, the type of sector that 
benefited after the announcement as measured by TVA was building construction sector and 
textile & garment sector with ATVA is 0,005. This indicates that the types of building construction 
and textile and garment sectors experienced the most increase in stock trading activity compared 
to other sectors. 

The results of this research are in line with research conducted by Rofiki et al. (2018), 
stating that there is no significant difference to TVA before and after the election event of DKI 
Jakarta round II the year 2017 where TVA after greater than TVA before the event. Then study 
conducted by Imelda et al. (2014) about Indonesian Stock Market in Relation to the Presidential 
Elections in 2004, 2009, and 2014, indicating that there is no difference TVA before and after the 
announcement. But inversely proportional to the research by Putri et al. (2020) about the analysis 
of the capital market reaction of the LQ45 index to the presidential election of 2019 showed that 
there is a difference between the before and after elections events. 
H3 Discussion 

The result of H3 hypothesis testing showed that there was a significant bid-ask spread on 
all periods, in t-1 & t+1, t-2 & t+2, t-3 & t+3, t-4 & t+4, and t-5 & t+5. Based on the H3 hypothesis 
testing results, the bid-ask spread difference before and after events in each period can be seen 
in the following table: 

Table 12. Difference Bid-Ask Spreads Before and After Events 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Before Announcement After Announcement 
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In the table above, it can be seen that the bid-ask spread is narrowed in the t-2 & t+2 
period. According to Prasiska and Nuzula (2018), high liquidity is represented by the position of 
bid-ask spread which becomes lower. This narrowing is due to the interest and demand of 
investors are increasing toward stock companies that cause the stocks become more liquid. High 
liquidity stocks mean high levels of activity. This narrowing can also be seen from the positive AAR 
on t-2 and t+2, which indicates that the share price is also increasing. Bid-ask spreads will be lower 
when the share price is high (Maulina & Rusno, 2011). Stock prices in the Indonesian Stock 
Exchange are highly determined by the power of demand and supply. When the stock demand 
rises, the share price will tend to increase. While many investors sell their shares, the share price 
will tend to decrease. 

The bid-ask conditions of the narrow spread in the t-2 & t+2 period do not last long time. 
These conditions can be seen in the expanded spreads in the t-3 & t+3, t-4 & t+4, and t-5 & t+5 
periods. The spread of bid-ask spreads in that period indicates that the interest and demand of 
investors to the company's shares are decreasing, that cause the stocks become less liquid. It is 
also reflected in the negative AAR in the t-3 & t+3, t-4 & t+4, and t-5 & t+5 periods indicating that 
the stock price are decreasing. According to Andriani (2020), foreign investors booked a net sell 
action of about Rp2,45 trillion during the week of 16-20 March. The purchase action was recorded 
to 10,07 billion pieces worth Rp17,51 trillion, at the same time selling foreign investors reached 
12,11 billion shares with a value of Rp19,96 trillion. The large number of investors who sell the 
stocks causes an excessive supply of the stocks which results in a decline in stock prices. 

Based on the companies listed in the LQ45 index, the type of sector most affected by the 
COVID-19 announcement as a global pandemic as measured by Bid-Ask Spread is the retail trade 
sector with a bid-ask spread increase is 1,59755. This indicates that the retail trade sector is the 
least liquid company after the announcement of COVID-19 as a global pandemic. Meanwhile, the 
type of sector that experienced a decrease in Bid-Ask Spread after the announcement was the 
pharmaceutical sector with Bid-Ask Spread is 0,0016. This indicates that the type of 
pharmaceutical sector is the most liquid sector when compared to other sectors. 

The results of this study supported the research conducted by Anwar & Asandimitra 
(2014) with the research results; there are differences of bid-ask spreads t-4, t-2, t-1, t+1, t+2, 
and t+4 on companies that do split stock. Meanwhile, research from Melati et al. (2015) shows 
that there is no significant difference between the bid-ask spread before and after the 
presidential election event in 2014. Similar research results are also found in research conducted 
by Febrianti (2014) that there is no significant difference between bid-ask spread before and after 
the stock split announcement. 

Bid-Ask 0,00425 0,00453 0,00459 0,00491 0,00543 0,10092 0,18639 1,09319 1,54921 1,68227 

Spread 
 

t-1 & t+1 

t-2 & t+2 

t-3 & t+3 

t-4 & t+4 

t-5 & t+5 
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION 

Conclusions 
Based on the discussion that has been submitted, there can be several conclusions as 

follows: 
There is a significant difference between AAR before the announcement of the COVID-19 by the 
WHO as the global pandemic, which is in the period t-5 and t+5, t-4 and t+4, t-2 and t+2, as well 
as t-1 and t+1. At the same time, in the period t-3 and t+3 there is no significant difference 
between AAR before the announcement of the COVID-19 by the WHO as the global pandemic. 
The test indicated that the Indonesian capital market reacted to the announcement of the COVID- 
19 as a global pandemic delivered by the WHO. 

There is no significant difference at all observation periods between ATVA before and 
after the announcement of the COVID-19 by the WHO as a global pandemic. Although the ATVA 
before the event period is higher than after the period, it does not indicate a statistically 
significant difference. It shows that there is no increase or decrease in the trading activity on the 
exchange floor. 
There is a significant difference between the bid-ask spread before and after the announcement 
of the COVID-19 as the global pandemic presented by the WHO, in all periods of the 11-day 
observation. It indicates that the information about the announcement of COVID-19 as a global 
pandemic may inform investors about the liquidity of a company's shares. 

 
Suggestion 

Based on the above conclusions can be given the following suggestions: 
Investors are advised to analyze the information before investing in the capital market. Further 
studies are advised to: 

Adding capital market reaction measurements other than AR, TVA, and bid-ask spreads 
such as security return variability and stock trading frequency.Using an expected return 
measurement model not only uses the market adjusted model but also uses two other models, 
namely the market model and the mean adjusted model. Divide the company by company size, 
company type, or other specific characteristics. 
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